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ABSTRACT

Background The use of simulation-based medical/nursing teaching is increasingly widespread. Simulation-based teaching offers an immersive learning experience where professionals can practice communication and practical skills in a safe, authentic environment. We designed a paediatric palliative simulation study day primarily aimed at nursing staff who manage these patients in the community/hospice. We believe this is the first of its kind in the UK.

Aims To establish whether attendance at a paediatric palliative simulation study day improved confidence and knowledge in management of common and/or difficult situations in palliative care.

Method Health professionals working at local paediatric hospices or in associated specialties to palliative care were invited to attend the free 1-day course. 5 scenarios were developed by experienced health professionals working in paediatric palliative care. On the day, participants were asked to complete a questionnaire to check basic demographic data, confidence levels and knowledge (50 true/false questions). Following participation/observation of 5 scenarios, they again completed the same questionnaire regarding confidence levels and knowledge. Results were analysed with Excel and XLStat using basic demographic data and Wilcoxon signed rank two-tailed test.

Results 57 healthcare workers participated in 5 study days. 81% (n=47) professionals described themselves as working primarily in palliative care. Only 35% (n=20) had previously experienced simulation. Based on confidence questions, attendees felt more confident in managing specific palliative scenarios (p<0.0001). Based on true/false questions prestudy and poststudy day, 86% (n=49) of participants improved their knowledge. The median improvement score for the cohort was 3 (p<0.0001).

Conclusions The study demonstrated a significant improvement in confidence and knowledge following the simulation course. This supports further time/financial investment in developing this type of study day. Simulation is a useful teaching adjunct in paediatric palliative care. The course also provides a valuable opportunity for professionals to network and discuss/share experiences.

BACKGROUND

The use of simulation-based medical education is increasingly widespread. Simulation-based teaching offers an immersive learning experience where professionals can practice communication and practical skills in a safe, authentic environment.¹ There have been a number of studies emphasising the efficacy of simulation,² but to the best of our knowledge, none have involved paediatric palliative care (PPC). The Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) supports the use of what the Department of Health calls ‘Technology Enhanced Learning’ in the delivery and assessment of the paediatric curriculum.³

PPC is a relatively new specialty, modelling itself partially on its well-established allied adult counterpart. Cicely Saunders is recognised for her role in the birth of the hospice movement, with the first adult hospice (St Christopher’s Hospice) opening in 1967. Despite this, the first paediatric hospice in the UK (Helen House) did not open until 1982. Since then, a further 46 children’s hospices have opened across the UK. Paediatric palliative medicine is now a recognised subspecialty with its own curriculum,⁴ and the RCPCH has acknowledged the need for expert care for children with life-limiting conditions.

With simulation-based education having proved itself as an effective teaching method, the authors felt this use of teaching could be focused towards PPC health professionals. Although death may be the end point of hospice care, management of symptoms continues to be the mainstay of hospice management, and
deaths are still relatively rare. For example, hospice nursing staff will infrequently manage patients undergoing a compassionate extubation (otherwise known as one-way extubation). These situations require input from highly trained and experienced health professionals. Relating to end-of-life care, there is only one chance to get it right, and this further supports the educational role of simulation teaching to staff.

A PPC simulation study day was designed and aimed primarily at healthcare professionals who manage these patients in the community/hospice. We believe this is the first of its kind in the UK. The aim was to establish whether attendance at the study day improved confidence and/or knowledge in the management of specific common and/or difficult situations in palliative care.

METHODS

Heads of care at local hospices, community nursing teams, transport teams and paediatric intensive care were approached to send their nurses (and some doctors) to attend a new 1-day paediatric palliative simulation course. Health Education Yorkshire and Humber fully funded the course which was held at Montagu Clinical Simulation Centre in Mexborough, South Yorkshire. We aimed to recruit 10–12 people per course of varying background and levels of seniority. This ranged from healthcare assistants to paediatric consultants.

The course day started with an opportunity for participants to become familiar with the centre’s high-fidelity paediatric manikin (Medical Education Technologies Incorporated, PediaSIM). The manikin is able to simulate pulses, breathing, blinking, pupillary changes and even speak (via a microphone set up in the control room). Faculty was made up of a paediatric palliative consultant, senior paediatric palliative nurses, a paediatric registrar and staff at the simulation centre (consultant anaesthetist and simulation facilitating nurses).

Following the introduction, participants were invited to complete an anonymous questionnaire. Basic demographic data, confidence levels and questions to assess knowledge were all requested. All participants were informed that not completing the questionnaire would not affect the teaching given on the course. Following participation/observation of five scenarios, they again completed the same questionnaire requesting basic demographic data as well as questions regarding confidence and knowledge on particular palliative situations. The confidence questions (figure 1) requested participants to score how confident they felt regarding 12 statements on a Likert 11-point scale (0–10). The knowledge questions were comprised of 50 true/false questions. These were completed under examination conditions.

Statistical analysis

Results were analysed with Excel and XLStat using basic demographic data and Wilcoxon signed rank two-tailed test for non-parametric data.

RESULTS

Health professionals came from all four children’s hospices in Yorkshire and Humberside, accompanied by paediatric oncology outreach/Macmillan nurses, and paediatric intensive care unit (PICU) nurses. Staff also attended from Yorkshire’s dedicated transport team (Embrace) and the local community neurodisability nursing team.

Fifty-seven health professionals have so far participated in 5 study days. Ninety-five per cent (n=54) were female. Professionals attending ranged from healthcare assistants (band 3) to advanced nurse practitioners (band 8), general practitioners, paediatric registrars and consultants. Doctors made up 14% (n=8) of participants. Eighty-one per cent (n=46) of professionals described themselves as working primarily in palliative care. Only 35% (n=20) had previously experienced simulation. Almost half of participants (47%, n=27) had been trained to verify patient death
—70% (n=19) of these were nurses who had attended local courses to gain this competency.

**Quantitative results**

Based on confidence questions, most attendees felt more confident in managing specific end-of-life scenarios (p<0.0001 for each statement) following participation. In eight statements, the median improvement score was of 2 points, and in the remaining four statements there was a median improvement score of 1 (figure 2).

Based on true/false questions prestudy and post-study day, 86% (n=49) of participants improved their knowledge (figure 3). There was a significant increase in median score following the course (38, IQ 36–40 to 41, IQ 39–44; p<0.0001).
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**Figure 1** Confidence questions with Likert scale.
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**Figure 2** Bar chart depicting improvements in levels of confidence following participation at the course.
Qualitative results

Feedback following attendance at each day was encouraging (figure 4). Consistently candidates noted their appreciation of the networking opportunities provided by working with different teams: ‘The mixture of different specialities and areas made the day in my opinion’, ‘Great MDT involvement’. While others commented on the opportunity to reflect on practice: “Good opportunity to take ‘time out’ and reflect on practice,” ‘Superb learning tool’. The debrief sessions were also viewed positively: ‘Great approach to exploring complex problem solving’, ‘I would strongly recommend. Discussion very constructive’, ‘Thought provoking and encouraging discussion’.

DISCUSSION

Simulation in paediatrics is increasingly employed and well received.1–3 Its use in PPC is new but may become more common through evaluations like this. The ‘safe and authentic’ environment allows for learning to take place in unfamiliar situations without any potential for patient harm.

The scenarios tested different aspects of PPC. One scenario was based on a sibling becoming unwell while visiting the hospice/home and tested participants basic life support management including anaphylaxis treatment. The discussion following this scenario has brought about changes in emergency pharmacy management in some of the local teams/hospices, with ‘epi-pens’ now being available on site.

More complicated scenarios were run in two parts. One such scenario consisted of the first part involving symptom management for a teenage oncology patient. This required participants to consider potential side effects of her medications and to manage these. Following a mid-scenario debrief, participants went back into the same scenario set a few hours later when the patient had died. This provided learning opportunities to discuss methods for supporting family members at this time. It also led to a valuable discussion about how to verify a patient’s death and contemplate issues of death certification. Some local hospice nurses had already attended a training course in verification of death (in keeping with guidelines).9 There are many advantages to nurses undertaking this task, including availability at time of death, so verification is not delayed, but also not requiring general practitioners who may find this particularly emotionally difficult if they have not seen a deceased child before. This scenario also provided for extended discussion about complex symptoms control.

Another particularly challenging scenario involved a compassionate extubation outside of the PICU for which there are a number of suggestions for good practice.5 10 11 Withdrawal of intensive care in a place of family’s choosing is an essential aspect in providing holistic end-of-life care, and this scenario aimed to give participants an understanding of this experience.
that they may not have witnessed before. The feedback from participants regarding this was very positive. This is where simulation scenarios excel at giving confidence and experience to staff handling infrequent situations, particularly where there is only one opportunity to manage the situation right (in the case of death).

The confidence question data show that attendees felt significantly more confident following participation in the course. Particular areas of greater improvement were around specific end-of-life issues, for example, death verification/certification and side effects of opioids. Knowledge and confidence on these topics is essential in order to provide quality palliative care. In a minority of cases, participants appeared to have reduced confidence for certain questions following attendance. The authors speculate that this may be due to relative overconfidence at the start of the course, with gaps in their knowledge being recognised through the scenarios and teaching on the day.

The demonstrated significant improvement in attendees’ knowledge following attendance at the course supports the excellent qualitative feedback received. As well as the improvement in knowledge, participants gained from discussing the answers at the end of the day to learn further and discuss potential controversies. The use of preknowledge-based and postknowledge-based questions may contribute to consolidation of knowledge related to the day. This further supports the role of simulation in education. It allows participants a different medium in which to gain experience/knowledge.

It was particularly unusual at the simulation centre that healthcare assistants were involved in simulation scenarios. It was felt really important for this study day to create a realistic environment and allow all levels of staff to benefit. The feedback from the course highlighted the participants’ support for the opportunities to network and discuss experiences with health professionals from different backgrounds and grades of knowledge.

There are limitations to this study. The numbers of participants are still relatively small; however, statistically significant results have been achieved despite this. Another limitation with the study design was that the true/false questions that had been seen at the start of the day may have been answered in the course of the day when participants posed questions or discussed with colleagues. This would be very difficult to avoid. Throughout the course, participants performed ‘in role’, and therefore a lead nurse frequently took charge of the simulation scenario. This meant that some of the more junior members of staff were not always given the opportunity to further challenge themselves. This reflects real-life situations where more senior members take more responsibility, but learning can still be gained from observing those situations.

There have been many studies attempting to validate tools to assess both confidence and competence in simulation-based education. These have had mixed results with a systematic review finding poor limited correlation between self-assessment and observed measures of competence. Other authors have gone on further to acknowledge the dangers of simulation-based assessment leading to ‘overestimation of self-confidence’. However, our study has shown improvement in confidence and knowledge, and in combination, this may translate into competence.

To further improve the current course, there are plans to involve actors in breaking bad news scenarios. A psychologist has also been approached to help in debriefing scenarios and providing input into teamworking skills. The course has also highlighted the need for further training regarding the use of the transport ventilators already in use at the hospice. Another extension would be to look at retention of knowledge after particular time periods following attendance at the course.

CONCLUSION

▸ This is the first simulation course based primarily on PPC.
▸ This study has demonstrated a significant improvement in confidence and knowledge following attendance at the course.
▸ The course provides a valuable opportunity for professionals to network and discuss/share experiences. This cross-boundary method of working may improve future working relationships in bringing teams together.
▸ This supports further time/financial investment in developing this type of study day.

Simulation has been shown to be a useful teaching adjunct in PPC, providing a non-threatening, patient-safe environment.
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